TRANSFORM BEYOND
INDUSTRY 4.0 – AT PACE
Transform at pace with Manufacturing Advantage, a
comprehensive solution built using Oracle Fusion Cloud
SCM and enhanced with Capgemini’s industry expertise,
IP, and accelerators.

HOW DOES YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN
STACK UP?
Market uncertainty and a competitive environment means manufacturers need to make their operations more resilient to
changing customer needs and supply-demand challenges.
To overcome complex legacy systems, drive greater innovation, and bring products to market faster, many organizations are
turning to a cloud-centric model, but often this requires heavy customization and cost to address industry-specific needs.

Beyond just an
upgrade – but done
in half time.

Introducing Capgemini Manufacturing Advantage. A solution
built specifically for manufacturers that allows you to
transform at pace using a pre-configured platform with out
of-the-box capabilities.
Simple, yet comprehensive it can be deployed at speed and
creates a Digital Advantage Foundation, which evolves with
your growing needs.
The flexible core provides the groundwork to become
an agile ‘Advantage Enterprise’, allowing you provision a
broad scope of key capabilities, as well as more advanced
functionality, such as Additive Manufacturing, Connected
Factory and Digital Twin.

SPEND MORE TIME ON WHAT MATTERS
Standard business processes and industry specific templates simplifies the system
architecture, so that it can be stood up at speed, with reduced costs, allowing
resources to spend more time on innovation.

Increase speed to value

Lower costs and TCO

Focus on innovation

Increase speed to value with ready
to use Plug and Play components,
designed specifically for industry
needs.

Remain, within budget and on
schedule, with pre-configured
instances, frameworks, tools, and
accelerators.

Drive innovation and customer
centricity by allowing resources to
spend less time and effort
on implementation.
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GAIN A MANUFACTURING ADVANTAGE
WITH GREATER AGILITY, VISIBILITY
AND INNOVATION
Key components of our solution.

AGILITY

SCALABLE CLOUD PLATFORM
A modern cloud platform can be implemented at speed to
harness data from across the supply chain.
• Simple and fast deployment
• ERP integration of master data
• Reduced complexity with a centralized system

• Prebuilt integrations, analytics dashboards and
custom components to support ‘order of one’
manufacturing processes
• Cost effective Infrastructure using Oracle SaaS which
has a lower TCO than legacy on premise platforms
• Core platform provides foundation for IoT and next
generation supply chain technologies

VISIBILITY

INTUITIVE DASHBOARD

SUPPLY CHAIN
DASHBOARD

An intuitive dashboard provides visibility across the
supply chain, with insights for better decision making and
customer centricity.
• Improves comms and collaboration
• Greater control over operations
• Better decision making in real-time

INNOVATION

OUT-OF-THE BOX SOLUTIONS
Out-of-the box industry-specific applications help
improve value planning, manufacturing processes and
business performance.
• Apps to drive business performance
• Leverage intelligent technologies
• Drive customer value across supply chain
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• Customer managed inventory solution
• Algorithm based solution to manage cash reserves
• Provides foundation support for ‘Product as a Service’
revenue model transformation
• Support Engineer-to-Order, Make-to-Order, Configureto-Order and other manufacturing modes.

BENEFITS TO HELP
YOU BECOME
MORE RESILIENT
Our solution helps you to anticipate market
conditions, proactively address customer
needs and continuously deliver better business
performance using intelligent technologies.

INCREASE PROFITS
Complete visibility into financial and
strategic data helps guide investment in
the products and services with the most
potential for profit.

GET GREATER EFFICIENCY
Achieve better results faster and improve
manufacturing efficiency with automation,
integrated processes, and applied advanced
technologies.

GAIN SPEED TO MARKET
End-to-end visibility across the entire supply
chain means you can bring products to
market faster while controlling cost and risk.

COLLABORATE BETTER
Fosters strong collaboration amongst
various supply chain partners i.e Suppliers,
Logistic Providers, Customers and other
trading partners in various manufacturing
processes.

REWARD CUSTOMERS
Faster innovation creates alignment with
customer needs, providing them with valueadded services to lower overall product
costs.

THE CAPGEMINI DIFFERENCE
What sets us apart.

PROPRIETY
ACCELERATORS

TAILORED INDUSTRY
TOOLS

Our ‘Cloud Acceleration
Tool Kit’ integrates across
your supply and demand
chain.

Our unique ‘Industry Direct’
solutions are tailored to
your manufacturing needs.
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UNIQUE INNOVATIVE IP
Unique IP created
around PaaS extensions,
Blockchain, IoT and ML
capabilities.

MANUFACTURING
CREDENTIALS
Proven cloud
transformation and Oracle
expertise, with deep
industry knowledge.

GET IN TOUCH
If you’re ready to improve your manufacturing resiliency
and digitally transform seamlessly, then get in touch and
speak to one of the team today.

GET IN TOUCH

EASH UMAMAHESHWARAN
Director, Global Oracle Alliance
eash.umamaheshwaran@capgemini.com
If you’re ready to improve your manufacturing resiliency
and digitally
transform seamlessly, then get in touch and
TAWANA
DYER
speak
to
one
of the Alliance
team today.
Director, NA Oracle
email@capgemini.com
tawana.dyer@capgemini.com

VENUGOPAL RAMAKRISHNAN
Partner Development Executive (PDE), NA Oracle Alliance
venugopal.ramakrishnan@capgemini.com

About Capgemini
Capgemini is a global leader in partnering with companies to transform and manage their business by harnessing the power of technology.
The Group is guided everyday by its purpose of unleashing human energy through technology for an inclusive and sustainable future. It is a
responsible and diverse organization of 325,000 team members in more than 50 countries. With its strong 55-year heritage and deep industry
expertise, Capgemini is trusted by its clients to address the entire breadth of their business needs, from strategy and design to operations,
fuelled by the fast evolving and innovative world of cloud, data, AI, connectivity, software, digital engineering and platforms. The Group
reported in 2021 global revenues of €18 billion.
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